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INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a semi-simple, simply connected Chevalley group over a field k, 
T a maximal (split) torus, B a Bore1 subgroup, B=, T. Let P be a maximal 
parabolic subgroup of G, PT B. Let L be a positive line bundle on G/B. 
When G is a classical group, an explicit basis for H(‘(G/B, L) (more 
generally for FP’(A’, L), X a Schubert variety in G/B) has been constructed 
in [9, lo] by means of standard monomials, as a generalization of the 
classical HodgeeYoung standard monomial theory (cf. [S, 61). When G is 
not classical, similar results have been obtained in [9, lo], for G/Q and its 
Schubert varieties, where Q is a parabolic subgroup of classical type, i.e., 
Q = n:=, Pi, where Pi,.1 < i< r, is a maximal parabolic subgroup with the 
property that if o, is the associated fundamental weight, then I(oi, a*)[ < 2 
for all roots CI. 
The problem of developing a standard monomial theory for G/P (more 
generally for G/Q), where P (resp. Q) is not of classical type, is open. In 
this paper we state a conjecture-arrived at in collaboration with 
Seshadri-towards this problem (cf. Section 2); further, we develop a stan- 
dard monomial theory for Schubert varieties in G/B, G being of type G, 
(which also verifies the conjecture for the case where G is of type G,). The 
spirit of this paper is the same as in [9]; namely, we first develop the 
theory for G/P, where P is a maximal parabolic subgroup of G. This is 
done by constructing an explicit basis for @(G/P, L), where L is the ample 
generator of Pic(G/P), and defining the notion that a monomial in the 
basis elements is standard on a Schubert variety X(r) in G/P, and then 
proving (cf. Theorem 6.3) that standard monomials of degree m on X(r) 
form a basis for @(X(7), L”). The proof of linear independence of stan- 
dard monomials (cf. Section 5) is carried out in the same spirit as in [9]; 
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the proof of generation by standard monomials is done in a more elegant 
way using the results of [lo] so that we are able to avoid the tedious 
counting arguments (cf. 9, Sect. 43). 
Using the results for G/P, we then deline standard monomials of 
bidegree (m,, m2) on a Schubert variety in G/B in the same spirit as in [S, 
9, 111 and prove (cf. Theorem 8.18) that given L= L(A), where 
IZ=m,o,+m,cL& m,ez+, i = 1,2, standard monomials of bidegree 
(m,, m2) on a Schubert variety X(r) form a basis of p(X(r), L); the 
method of the proof is as in [lo]. 
For TE W, let R(r)= OLaO @(X(z), L). Then using the explicit basis for 
#)(X(z), L) by means of standard monomials, we prove the ring R(z),,-,, 
(and hence also R(z)) is Cohen-Macaulay (by exhibiting a canonical 
system of parameters). Then using a result of Chevalley {cf. [3]) that 
Schubert varieties are non-singular in co-dimension 1, we also obtain that 
the ring R(r) is normal. 
As a consequence of standard monomial theory we also obtain a proof of 
Demazure’s conjecture (cf. [4]) and hence also obtain the result that 
H’(X(z), L) = 0, i>,l, L>O. 
In [ 11, K. Backlawski and I. Towber have obtained results similar to 
ours. It should be remarked that they prove results only for the big cell of 
G/B, G being of type G,. Their arguments are more computational. (Com- 
pare Section 4 and the Appendix of [l] with Section 8 of this paper.) 
The sections are arranged as follows. 
Section 1 deals with some preliminary results. 
In Section 2, we state the conjecture (mentioned above). 
In Section 3, we collect some facts about the group G of type G,. 
In Section 4, we construct a basis for @(X(z), L), where X(r) c G/P, 
and L is the ample generator of Pic(G/P,). Here and elsewhere P2 denotes 
the parabolic corresponding to the short simple root a2. 
In Section 5, we prove the Iinear inde~ndence of standard monomials 
on X(r). 
In Section 6, we prove that the set of standard monomials of deg m on 
X(z) give a basis for @(X(z), L”), where X(c) c G/P,. (Note that a stan- 
dard monomial theory for G/P, has already been developed in [9], since 
oI is a fundamental weight of classical type.) 
In Section 7, we prove the Cohen-Ma~aulayness and normality for the 
cones over Schubert varieties in G/P, where P = Pi, i = 1, 2. 
In Section 8, we develop a standard monomial theory for Schubert 
varieties in G/B and also prove the Cohen-Macaulayness and normality of 
the multicones over Schubert varieties in G/B. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let G be a semi-simple, simply connected Chevalley group over a field k, 
T a maximal (split) torus, B a Bore1 subgroup, Bx T, and W the Weyl 
group of G. Let ( , ) be a W-invariant scalar product on Hom( T, G,). Let 
Q be a parabolic subgroup of G, Q 1 B and W, the Weyl group of Q. For 
WE wl I+‘,, let x(W) (= BwQ (mod Q)) with the canonical reduced scheme 
structure denote the Schubert variety in G/Q. 
Partial Order on W/W,. Given w , , M?* E W/W,, we have the canonical 
partial order, namely w, 3 w2, if and only if X(~V, ) s X( w2). 
The Sets W;“‘, W;“. Given a parabolic subgroup Q, let Wzi” (resp. 
WZ;““) denote the set of minimal (resp. maximal) representatives of W/We. 
(Note that 
wy= {WE W/W(cc)>O,msQ} 
Wz;““= {WE W/w(CL)<O,CIESQ}, 
where S, is the set of simple roots associated to Q.) 
Multiplicity qf’ a Schubert Divisor in a Schubert Variety. Given a 
Schubert divisor X(d) in X(r), let 4 = s,z, for some root c1 (cf. [4]). Now 
letting Q be a maximal parabolic subgroup and H the unique co-dimension 
one subvariety in G/P, Chevalley (cf.. [3]) has shown that if 
CJ’(~)l~ [HI = c d,CX(d)l 
in the Chow ring of G/P (where the summation runs over all Schubert 
divisors in X(b) in X(r)), then 
d,= 1(4(w), a*)l, 
where w is the fundamental weight associated to P. We shall refer to d4 as 
the multiplicity of X(d) in the hyperplane section of X(z) or just multiplicity 
of A’(#) in X(z)) and denote it by m(b, z). 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let 4, r be as above. If m(q3, z) > 1, then we shall call 
X(b) a multiple divisor in X(r). In particular, if m(q3, t) = 2 (resp. 3), we 
shall call X(d) a double (resp. triple) divisor in X(z). 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let 4, z be as above. We call X(q5) a moving divisor in 
X(r) (moved by cz) if CY (where 4 = s,r) is a simple root. 
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Next we recall the condition for X(q) to be a moving divisor in X(z) (cf. 
[9, Lemma 1.21). 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let 4, T E w (where P is a maximal parabolic sub- 
group). Further let I$ = s,z, where a is simple. Then X(d) is a moving divisor 
in X(r) if and only if (b(w), a*) > 0. 
Finally we want to recall the following Proposition (cf. [ 121). 
Let w E W and let X(O) be the projection of X(w) on G/P under 
G/B + G/P, where P is a maximal parabolic subgroup. Let ps denote the 
extremal weight vector in @‘(G/P, L) of weight -O(o) (note that pe is uni- 
que up to scalars). It can be easily seen that 
X(w) = (zero set of pe in G/B) = U X(w,) 
w, 
(*I 
(set theoretically), where X(w,) are the Schubert divisors in X(w) such that 
the projection of X(w,) on G/P under G/B + G/P is C$ X(O). 
PROPOSITION 1.4 (cf. [ 121). Let w, wi be as above; further let w, = s,,w. 
Zf I(wj(o), a”)[ = 1, Vi, then the intersection X(w)n {pe =0} is reduced (in 
particular the set-theoretic equation (*) is scheme-theoretic). 
2. A CONJECTURE 
In this section we want to state a conjecture (arrived at in collaboration 
with Seshadri) on the indexing of a nice basis for p(G/B, L(x)), x being a 
dominant weight. The indexing will be related to chains of Weyl group 
elements (to be very precise, the indexing will be by “admissible forms” on 
chains of Weyl group elements). Before we state the conjecture, we make 
some definitions. 
DEFINITION 2.1. By a chain in W, we mean a sequence of Weyl group 
elements 
To>T, >T2> .‘. >Tr, 
where Z(r,) = I(T,- I) - 1, 1 d i< r. 
Remark 2.2. We shall regard any element of the Weyl group as a trivial 
chain (consisting of just one element). 
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DEFINITION 2.3. Assume given a chain c = { tO, ti ,..., z,> (as above). Let 
mi= I(ri(x), $)I, where ri- i = s,,ri, 1 6 id r. We denote this by 
Let &-ml; l,=L.C~M(m,,m,), Az=L.C.M(m,,m,) ,...,; Ar=m,. Let 
p = L. C.M(& ,..., 2,) (=L. C.M(m ,,..., m,)) and let pLi=p/l,. We con- 
sider a form Z;OZ~I . .z~ and call it an admissible form on c if 
6) ai 2 0, a, and a, are non-zero, 
(ii) XI=0 (adAi) = 1 (equivalently C:=0 a,pi= p), 
(iii) - C (aJ&) z,(x) (= (l/p) CT= I a;p,z,(w)) is a weight in the T- 
module @‘(G/B, L(x)). 
(iv) If i and j are such that i < j and ak = 0 for some k, i < k <j, then 
zy . .. r,“’ is an admissible form on the chain ci,, = { ti, ri+ 1 ,..., r,}. 
Remark 2.4. To an admissible form t;fo.. . t: on C, we associate a 
weight in the T-module p(G/B, L(x)), namely -C(+ (aJAi) am. The 
extremal weight -z(x), z E W, corresponds to the unique admissible form 
on the trivial chain c = {z}. 
Remark 2.5. If x =o, a fundamental weight, then the condition (iii) 
above seems to be automatically satisfied. 
Conjecture. @(G/B, L(x)) h as a basis {p,} indexed by admissible 
forms on chains c in W such that 
(1) px is a weight vector of weight equal to that associated to the 
admissible form c( (cf. Remark 2.4 above). 
(2) If c( is an admissible form on a chain c = (z~,..., r,}, then 
pZ lx(W) # 0 if and only if ~‘3 5,; further { p,/p, 1 X(M,, # 0} is a basis for 
ff?Ww), L). 
In this paper, among other things, we verify the conjecture for G of type 
G, and x=0,. The author has also verified that 
# {admissible forms} = dim V,, 
where G is type F, and x = o2 or o3 and V, is the irreducible G-module 
(over Q) with highest weight 1 (note that for a fundamental weight of 
classical type, the admissible forms as defined here are precisely the 
admissible pairs as defined in [9]; in particular the conjecture holds in 
these cases (cf. [9]). 
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3. THE GROUP G, 
Let G be of type G,. Now G has the Dynkin diagram 
0 0 
5 a2 
(following the notations as in [2]). The Weyl roup of G has the following 
12 elements: 
z. = q& = Id; 56 = fp, = s,s*s, s*s,s2 = M‘o 
z, =s2 d, =si 
z2 = S{ 32 42 = S2Sl 
t 3 = s 2 s , s 2 h=s,s2s, 
z‘j=s,s2s,s2 44= S2SlS2Sl 
zg = szs, s2s, s2 &=sIs2sIsIsI 
The configuration of the Schubert varieties is given by 
r5 $5 
r4 
3 
r3 $3 
2 2 
72 
$2 
3 
71 
Id 
Whenever X(4) is a multiple divisor in X(r) (cf. Definition 1.1) we have 
indicated the corresponding multiplicity. 
Remark 3.1. It can be easily seen that the elements ri, 1 d ib 5, belong 
to WFF and WFP” and the elements di, 1 d i d 5, belong to WY,‘” and WF,““. 
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Recall (cf. [7, 91) that w, is a fundamental weight of classical type (i.e., 
\(w,, ol*)[ < 2, for all roots IX) and that a standard monomial theory has 
been developed for Schubert varieties in G/P,. In fact the Schubert varieties 
in G/P, are totaliy ordered (under inclusion); they are the X(dj)‘s, 0 ,< i < 5. 
Further o, is quasi-miniscule (cf. [7]). Thus each X(4;) occurs with mul- 
tiplicity one in X(dj+ ,) except when i= 2 and X(4,) occurs with mul- 
tiplicity two in X(4,). Recall (cf. [7], [9], or [ll]) the following 
THEOREM 3.2. Let L he the ample generator of Pic( G/P), where P = P, . 
Then there exists a basis { P,,,~ ) indexed by admissible pairs (c{ [ 7, 9, 1 I ] ) 
*for ti’(G/P, L) such that 
(I ) P,,{~ is a weight t:ecfor I$ weight - j(x(o, f + [$(wj I). 
(2) For a Schubert variety X(w) in G/P,, p,,,! !XC,il 10 Q’and only if 
M* > CZ. Further ( pz.p/w B 12) is a hasis,for @(X(w), I.). 
(3) Distinct standard monomials qf deg m standard on X(w) (i.e., 
monomials ~~,,~,p~~,~~...p~,,~,, ~> a, 2/l, 2c123Br3 ... >:a,>fiBm) form 
a k-basis of @(X( IV), L”). 
(It should be remarked (cf. [7]) that all admissible pairs (r, 8) are trivial 
admissible pairs; i.e., TX = /J except the unique non-trivial admissible pair 
(433 h).) 
4. A BASIS FOR @tX(z),L) 
In the following sections (Sections 4 through 6) we shall develop the 
standard monomial theory for Schubert varieties in G/Pd,. Let us denote 
Pez by P. Now the Schubert varieties in G/P are given by X(tj), 0 d id 5. 
They are again tota& ordered (under inclusion). 
Let k = Q and let V be the irreducible G-module with highest weight <tit. 
Note that V is nothing but the adjoint representation of G. Fix a highest 
weight vector e in V and for z E W, let e, = ze. We may take e to be the 
demerit X3,, + 211 
- 
of the Chevalley basis (cf. [13]) of 9, the Lie algebra of G; 
then we have 
@iO =x3,, + 212; e,, = X -13eg + 2;22j 
c, = X3,, ca2; e rq=X-(311+a2) 
ei2 = x,, ; e 73 =x-x,. 
For O<i<5, let Vz(z,)= V,= UZer,, where Uz is the canonical Z-form of 
the universal enveloping algebra of 9. If ti = ~,t,+ 1, we have (cf. [9, 
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Lemma 5.2, Remark 5.41) Vi+r = U-,,z Vi, where UP,,z is the Z-sub- 
module of Uz spanned by X”_Jn!, n > 0. Using the commuting relations (in 
‘9) (cf. Cl31 
LLq91= +(r+l)xm+/h 
where r is the largest integer such that a - rj? is a root, it is not difficult to 
see that 
V, = Z-span of X,,, + Za2 
I’, = Z-span of V0 and X,,, + oL2 
v2 = Z-span of J’, and { X2z, + a2, X,, + cL2, Xa,} 
V, = Z-span of V, and { Hrr2, X,, , X- *,} 
Vd=Z-span of v3 and {Ha,, X-csr,+crzj, X--(21,+a2j, X--(3a,+a2j, XL,} 
V, = Z-span of V, and X- (3cr, +2a2j = gz, 
where fz is the Chevalley Z-form of 8. Now the etremal weight vectors, e,,, 
0 < i < 5, are the X,, a being a long root. Let us denote the non-extremal 
weight vectors (H,, , Ha2, X,, /? a short root} as follows. 
X 2a, + 12 =E(zz, 7,); X-(2a,+a2)=m4, 73) 
X ?,+a2=F(72’ T,)i x-(a,+az)=E(G, 73) 
x,, = MT,, T,); X -a, = MT.43 72) 
Hz, = M(t,, T, ); Hz, = MT,, ~21, 
Now the weight of E(z,, rr) (resp. F(t2, rr)) is +(~~(o) +27,(o)) (resp. 
f(25,(o) + ~~(0)) (where o = w,); the weight of E(r,, z3) (resp. F(t4, z3)) is 
~(z~(o) + 2r,(w)) (resp. f(2rq(0) + z3(u)); and 
weight of M(r,, r,)= &(3z3(u) + r2(u) + 27,(u)) 
weight of M(r,, r2) = $(t3(m) + r2(w)) 
weight of M(z,, r,) = i(2t4(0) + z~(w) + T*(W) + 2r,(o)) 
weight Of hf(T,, z2) = &(2rq(w) + ~~(0) + 3z2(u)). 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let S(r, 4) denote any one of the above 14 basis 
elements (note that if S(t, 4) is an extremal weight vector, then z = 4). 
Define {N(z, q5)} to be the basis of gg (the Z-dual of gz) dual to (S(z, O)}. 
Notation. The elements N(z, 4) being defined as in Definition 4.1, let us 
denote the elements corresponding to M( , ) by P( , ), those 
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corresponding to E( , ) by Q( , ) and those corresponding to F( , ) by 
R( , ). Also the extremal weight vectors N(r, r) in & will be denoted by 
P(r, 7) or just Z’(7). Recall (cf. [lo, 143) that we have a canonical closed 
immersion 
(here l’, is gz), which induces a canonical isomorphism 
j,: Vk z @(GZ/PZ, L,). 
Further, since in the present case, V,(7) is a direct summand in V,, we 
also obtain a canonical injective homomorphism 
M7): G(7)‘- @(X,(7), Ld, 
for all 7 E W/W, (cf. [ 143). Now over Q this last map is an isomorphism 
(cf. [4] or [9, Lemma 5.11). Hence we obtain that j,(r) is an isomorphism 
and thus for every field k the map 
j,(7)@ 1: G(7) Oz k+ @(X,(z)Ok, -&Ok) 
is an injection. 
In view of the above considerations we have the following 
PROPOSITION 4.2. For any field k, let 
47,d)=N7,4)01, 
the image of N(7, 4) in @(G, @ k/P, @ k, L, @ k). Then the restriction of 
47, 4) to X(w) (=X,(w) @ k) is not identically zero if and only if w 2 7. 
Proof: Now V(w)*= V%(w) @.Qx@(X(w), L) (cf. [4; 9, Lemma 
5.11) and the canonical linear map is surjective (cf. [4]). This means that 
the kernel of the canonical surjective linear map 
V* = @(G/P, L) -+ @(X(w), L) = V(w)* 
is surjective (cf. [4]). This means that the kernel of the canonical surjective 
linear map 
G@Q + @(X,(w), L,)OQ (=fm(w)~ L)) 
coincides with the kernel of the surjective linear map 
V::@Q- VS(w)O.Q. 
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Since the kernels of the canonical maps 
are direct summands, it follows that 
ker( Vg + H”(Xz(w), L,)) = ker( Vz + V,*(w)). 
Now the kernel on the RHS is spanned by {N(z, d), r 3 w} (by the way 
N(z, 4) has been constructed). Hence we obtain that n(r, 4) IxCw,) =0 if 
w b r, which is one part of the assertion of Proposition 4.2; the other part, 
namely 45 4) Ixcw) # 0, if w > r, follows in view of the injection 
Vk(w)@k-r @(X,(w)Ok LzOk) 
for every field k (as remarked above). 
5. STANDARD MONOMIALS AND THEIR LINEAR INDEPENDENCE 
The notations in this section are as in Section 4. 
DEFINITION 5.1. We call a monomial n(B,, pr)n(B,, &)...n(8,, &) 
standard on the Schubert variety X(z) if r>6,3~,>823~2> ... > 
tl,>p, in W/W,. 
Remark. A linear combination of standard monomials on X(r) will also 
be referred to as a standard sum on X(r). 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Standard monomials on X(z) of degree m are linearly 
independent. 
Proof The philosophy of the proof is the same as in [9, lo]; we first 
derive some relations on X(r) as given by the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let z = ~~ or z2 and let X(d) be the unique divisor in X(t). 
Then on X(z), we have (up to + 1) 
(1) 9:8=PrP:> 
(2) rl,, =PfP+, 
(3) 4,,4r+=~,p+6. 
Proof: Now the zero set of pr on X(z) is X(d) and the order of 
vanishing on X(4) of pr is nothing but the multiplicity of X(4) in X(r) (cf. 
Section 1). Now since X(4) is a triple divisor in X(r), we conclude that 
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order of vanishing of pr on X(4) is 3. Now the function qi,, vanishes up to 
order > 3 on X(d). Now X(r) being normal (cf. [ 143) this implies 
d,,lpr = IT;, FE @(X(z), Is’). 
Now weight of F= 3 weight of q,,, -weight of pr= -(z(0)+24(0))- 
( -r(w)) = -2d(o), which is an extremal weight in @(X(z), L2). Hence we 
conclude that F = ups, a E k*. Assuming k = Q, we have 
4 Z,e=apTp$y aEQ*. 
Clearing denominators, we may rewrite this (over Z) as 
be;., = cP,P& 6, CEZ. 
Now the fact that P,, P,, Q,,, are all non-zero modulo p (for all prime p) 
(cf. Proposition 4.2) implies that b = c = * 1. Thus up to + 1, we have 
Qz,, = P, P$, and reduction modulo p gives 
4 r’,, =Pr P; 
over any field k. Next we prove the relation qr,(r,,( =p, p,. Now consider- 
ing 4&y, d and proceeding as above, we obtain that q&r+ is divisible by 
pz, say q&r,3C =pT F, where F is a weight vector of weight = 2 weight of 
qz,, + weight of r,,4 -weight of pT = -+(2(o) + 54(o)). Now assuming 
k = Q and using the surjectivity of @(X(r), L)@p(X(r), L) + 
@(X(r), L2) (over Q; cf. [4]) we find that the only choice for the weights 
xl3 x2 in @(We), L) such that x1 + xZ = -f(r(w) + 54(w)) is given by 
x, = -+(z(w)+~&w)) and x2= -d(o), from which we conclude that F is 
aq+ pd, a E Q*. Thus over Q, 
which yields 
qr,d,,4 = aPT Ps, aEQ*. 
Clearing the denominator of a and proceeding as above we conclude 
a= &l and 
Q,,,&,, = If: PJ’, 
and we obtain (3) over any field k by reducing modulo p. Next, to prove 
& =ps p,. Proceeding as above we obtain that r:,r is divisible by pr, say 
rt,m = pr F, where F is a weight vector of weight = weight of r&, - weight of 
p, = -(T(W) + d(o)). Assuming k = Q, we have weight of F= x, + xz where 
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x,, x2 are weights in p(X(z), L). Now the choices for x1, x2 so that 
xr +x2 = -(z(o) i- 4(w)) are either x1 = --t(a), .x2= -#(WI or 
x1 = -f(2t(o)+#(o)), x2 = -f(r(o)+2gf(u)). Now corresponding to the 
first choice, we obtain the vector pIpt6 and correspondjng to the second 
choice, we obtain the vector r,,q,b, which is pr pe (up to + 1) in view of 
(3) above. Thus we obtain (over Q) 
Then proceeding as above we obtain (over Z) 
iq,= LP,zP*. 
Now reducing modulo p, we obtain 
rs3.4 = iP,P, 
over any field k, which is relation (2). This completes the proof of 
Lemma 5.3. 
COROLLARY 5.4. The elements z and 41 being as in Lemma 5.3, we have 
(up f5 51) 
(1) 4;?,r=rr,4p+ 
(2) e.* = Prq?s- 
Proof. The result follows rather trivially. For example, multiplying 
relation (1) of Lemma 5.3 by Y,,, and using relation (3) of Lemma 3.3, we 
obtain 
which yields 
9 2 - 4 - rr,d P4. 
(Note that cancellation of prp16 is justified since X(r) is an integral scheme 
and p, and pr are non-zero on X(z).) To obtain the second relation, using 
(3) of Lemma 5.3 we may rewrite relation (1) of Lemma 5.3 as 
4 :,s = qr,,r,, Pd. 
And cancelling q+ we obtain 
4 2 - 0 - f-,+4 P4. 
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LEMMA 5.5. On X(t3), we have (up to f 1) 
(4 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
(b) &,r, =Prjqq,q, 
(cl P,,,,l Prm = PT)rrm. 
On X(7,) we have (up to + 1) 
(d) cd,,,,, pr4.q =~rq PT, ~r,,z,. 
The above relations are proved in the same spirit as Lemma 5.3. (While 
deriving (a), (b), (c), one observes that the order of vanishing of p,, on 
X(r,) is 2 and thus one obtains quadratic relations as given by (a), (b), 
(c).) 
Return to the Proof of Proposition 5.2. For t = tO, the result is obvious. 
The proof of the result for r = r,, 1 < i < 4, essentially follows as a con- 
sequence of the various relations given in Lemmas 5.3 and 5.5 and 
Corollary 5.4. We shall carry out the proof for X(T,) in detail (which will 
illustrate the proof for X(r,), X(r,), and X(t,)). Now let us suppose the 
result to be true for zi, id 3. Let F= 0 be a linear combination of standard 
monomials on X(r,). 
Writing F= F, + F2, where F, 1 x(i,j = 0 and F2 1 X(rjJ # 0 (in other words, 
F2 is a linear combination of monomials standard on X(r,)) and restricting 
the relation F = 0 to X(r,), we may conclude F2 = 0 (using linear indepen- 
dence of standard monomials on X(7,)). Thus we may assume 
F=P,,G + rr4,‘,F3 + qT4,1jG3 +~~~~~~~~ +P~~,*, G, = 0, (*I 
where Gi, 1 6 i 6 3, is a standard sum on X(ti) and G (resp. F3) is a stan- 
dard sum on X(t,) (resp. X(t,)). Multiplying (*) by q&, and using (1) of 
Lemma 5.3, (1) of Corollary 5.4, and (d) of Lemma 5.5, we obtain (up to 
+I) 
PZ4rW3 ~,,G+p,,pz,q,,,,F, +P,,P:& 
+ 
Now on J4r4), q5,,,x,~~4.r2 
4%r, PUJ, G2 +~u ~7, ~o,r, G, = 0. 
is divisible by pr4, say 
d,,,, arm = P,,F, 
(**I 
where weight of F= weight of q&, pz4,T2 - weight of prq ( = weight of p,,) 
and FE @(X(z,), L’). Hence, over Q, F is a linear combination of pr,pa ~*, 
pa P~~,~, y and qT4,~,pTlii, (note that these are the only weight vectors ‘in 
P(X(t4), L*) (over Q) of weight = weight of p,,). Then Let 
d,,,, pr4,rz = ap,,p,, pT3.T2 + bpT,pT, ~~~~~~ + cpT4qz4,T3 P~~,~, . (1) 
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Claim. a # 0. For, if a = 0, then we would obtain q~4,rjpr1,Tz = 
hwp, ~sq,r, + cpr4qurT, ~rj,z,. Now the order of vanishing of qr4,rj on X(7,) is 
1 (using the relation qz4,,, =p,,pf, and the fact that the order of vanishing 
of pr4 on X(r,) is 3). Hence this would imply that the order of vanishing of 
P 7Tq,r2 on X(r,) is 22 (since the order of vanishing of the right-hand side is 
>4). Hence pt,,, is divisible by p,, and we would obtain (by weight con- 
siderations) that 
But this last relation cannot hold since the order of vanishing of the left- 
hand side on X(z,) is 24 while that of right-hand side is 3. (Note that 
rrz,r, 1 x(rlj # 0). Hence a # 0. (Note that incidentally we have also shown 
that the order of vanishing of pr4,rZ on X(r,) is 1). Now substituting the 
expression for 4$,, ~~~~~~ (as given by (1)) in (**), cancelling pr,, and 
restricting to X(r,) we obtain 
where the left-hand side is a sum of standard monomials on X(z,). Also 
there cannot be any mutual cancellations among the three terms on the 
left-hand side. Hence we conclude that Gj= 0, i= 1,2, 3 (note that a ZO), 
since by the induction hypothesis, standard monomials on X(r,) are 
linearly independent. Hence the relation F= 0 reduces to 
Pi,, G + rT4,T3F3 = 0. 
Multiplying this relation by qr4,rZ and using Corollary 5.4 we obtain 
P74q%T, G+p,,p,,F,=O. 
Now cancelling pr4 and restricting to X(z,) we obtain p,,F3 = 0 on X(r,); 
i.e., F3 = 0. And hence F= 0 is reduced to p,,G = 0; i.e., G = 0. Thus the 
original relation F=O that we started with has to be the trivial relation. 
This completes the proof of linear independence of standard monomials 
on X(r,). The proof for X(7,) is rather immediate. To make it very precise, 
we may start with a relation F = 0 on X(7,), where F is a sum of standard 
monomials (of degree m, say) such that each monomial in F starts with pTS. 
Thus F = pTs G. Now F = 0 implies G = 0 (since pTS is not zero on X( r5)) and 
we are through by induction on m. (When m = 1, the only non-zero 
monomial of deg m is pTs and the result is obvious in this case.) 
This completes the proof of Proposition 5.2. 
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6. BASIS FOR @'(X(~),L")BY MEANS OF STANDARD MONOMIALS 
First we want to recall the following result from [14]. Let L be a 
positive line bundle on G/B. (We may assume L is very ample; otherwise, 
we shall replace B by the parabolic subgroup Q such that L is very ample 
on G/Q.) Let L = L(A), where 2 = C;=, a,o,, n = rank of G. Let V, be the 
irreducible G-module (over Q) with highest weight I and let e be a highest 
weight vector in V,. Let V, = U,e and for 7 E W, let V,(s) = U,e,, where 
e, is the t-translate of e. We have a canonical closed immersion (cf. [9] 
or Cl411 
j,: G,/B, 4 P( V;). 
Hence over any field k we obtain an immersion 
jr: x(r) - P(G)(k) (=(V,@k-(O))/k*) 
Now if N, denotes the image of 
Vz(s)Ok-+ V,Ok 
then we have (cf. [14]) that 
N, = subspace of V, @k spanned by X(t) 
(cf. the mapj, above). Hence under the map 
V,* 0 k -+ @‘(X(T), L) 
induced by j,, the image of V,* @k can be identified with NT. Now suppose 
the map @(G,/B,, L,) + H”(Xz(7), L,) is surjectiue. Then we obtain that 
N: = @‘(Xz(z), L,)O k ( recall that H”(Gz/Bz, L,)z Vg) and hence we 
get that dim N,* (and hence dim N,) is the same in all characteristics: i.e., 
V,(T) is a direct summand in V, (which is Demazure’s conjecture (cf. [43). 
In fact the sufjectivity of Ho(G,/B,, L,) + @(X,(s), L,) is equivalent to 
Demazure’s conjecture (cf. [ 141). 
Now to prove that standard monomials of degree m form a basis for 
ZY”(X(z), L”), we shall first prove this result in characteristic zero and as a 
consequence we shall also obtain the surjectivity of p(G,/P,, L’;f) + 
@(X,(r), L”). Hence by the above observation, this would prove 
Demazure’s conjecture in this case and as a consequence we would obtain 
H’(X(t), L”) = 0 in all characteristics (cf. [4]). Hence dim ~(X(Z), L”) in 
any characteristic would equal its dimension in characteristic zero and thus 
we would obtain that in any characteristic, the # {standard monomials of 
degree m on X(r)} = d im @(X(7), L”). This toghether with linear indepen- 
481.‘98.2-2 
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dence of standard monomials (cf. Proposition 5.2) would prove the 
required result. Thus from now on (in this section) we shall assume k = Q. 
The philosophy of the proof of the result that standard monomials of 
degree m generate @(X(z), L”) is the same as in [lo]. We conclude 
results for X(z) by assuming the results for X(d) where X(d) is a moving 
divisor in X(T) and using Demazure’s one-step construction (cf. [4, 10, 
141). To make it very precise, let z = S,C$ and let SL,,, denote the copy of 
SL, in G associated to CC. Let B, be the Bore1 subgroup in SL,,, given by 
B, = B n SL,,,. Now for the canonical action of SL,,, on G/B (induced by 
the canonical action of G on G/B) X( ) z remains stable. And observing that 
any Schubert variety in G/B is stable under the action of B,, we set (cf. 
[lo, 141) z, = SL,,, x Bz X(b). Let p denote the canonical map 
p: Z, --+ P’ = SL,,, JB, 
(p is a fibration over P’ with fiber X(4)) and let Y be the canonical map 
Y: SL,,, x ET X(4) + X(T) t G/B. 
Then for any line bundle L on G/B, we have (cf. [ 10, 141) 
Hyz,, Y’*(L)) 3 H’(X(T), L) for all i. (1) 
Now, for any BE-object M on X(4), we can associate a canonical object R 
on Z, (namely li; = SL,,% x ‘2 M). If H, (resp. HB) denotes the zero set of 
pr (resp. pm) in X(z) (resp. X(4)) then we have (cf. [lo]) on Z, 
!P*(Z(H,))~Z~~)c~n), (2) 
where n = (4(o), a*) and Z(H,)‘P”‘= Z(H(q5)@p*(O,l( -n)) (here Z(H,) 
(resp. Z( H,) denotes the ideal sheaf of H, (resp. H,) in X(z) (resp. X(d)); 
further we have (cf. [lo]), on Z, 
Z((H&ed ~ - ( %Z(H;) 
@((ff,L,, L)S ff?H:, rl/*(L)), 
where Hi is the reduced subscheme of Z, underlying Y ~ ‘(H,). 
Notation. For any sheaf 9 on Z, we set 
2Fm)= 9 @p*(O,l(m)). 
(3) 
(4) 
PROPOSITION 6.1. The base field being Q, 
h’(X(z), L”) = # {standard monomials on X(z) of degree m>. 
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To prove Proposition 6.1, we first prove the following 
LEMMA 6.2. Let S,,,(T) denote # {standard monomials on X(z) of degree 
m}. We have (assuming m > 1) 
S,(Ti) = sm -- ,(T;) + S,(Ti& 11, i=lor5 
S,(~*)=S,~l(t*)+S,(ZL)+2s,~,(Z1) 
s~(~3)=s,~1(~3)+s,(~*)+s,~,(~2)+s,-1(~1) 
~,(~~)=~,-1(~4)+~,(~3)+2~,-,(~3)+~,-,(~*)+s,~1(z,). 
Proof The proof is rather immediate. For instance, to see why the last 
relation is true, we group the standard monomials on X(z,) of degree m as 
those that are non-zero (and hence standard) on X(z,) and those that are 
zero on X(T,); the former set obviously has cardinality =~,,,(t~); and the 
latter set can be expressed as the disjoint union of standard monomials 
starting with p,, rr4,r3, qT4,13, pT4,T2, and p,,,,,, respectively, and it is clear 
that the cardinalities of the corresponding sets are s,+~(z~), I,+,, 
s,- ,(T~), s,,~ I(t2), and s,- ,(tl), respectively. 
Proof of Proposition 6.1. We shall prove this using the ideal theoretic 
results described above. Since the ideal theory of the Schubert varieties (in 
the present case) does not admit a uniform discussion, we prove the 
required result for each Schubert variety separately. The result is obviously 
true for X(7,). 
The Result for X(z,). Now we have the exact sequence 
O+L-~+o,,+o,4, 
where X0 = X(7,), X, = X(7,). Hence 
ho@‘, , L”) = h”(Xo, L”) + ho@-, , L”P ‘) 
(the higher cohomologies vanish since k = Q (cf. [4])). Now the above 
equation is satisfied with ho replaced by s (cf. Lemma 6.2 above) and 
hO(J-o, L”) = s,(Xo), and we may assume (by induction on m) that 
h’(X,, L”-‘) =s,,- I(X,). Hence h’(X,, L”) =s,(X,). 
The Result for X(z,). Denoting z2 =z and z1 = 4, we have t =s,b, 
where o[ = a, and m ( = multiplicity of X(d) in X(z)) is 3. Hence (in view of 
(2) above) 
Y*(L-+=z~y’ on Z,. 
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Now 
z@pjp3’ c zG)(-2) c ZG)‘-” = Z(H’(z)). 
II II /I 
KO K, K2 
(Note that H(4)is reduced.) Now K,/K,~OOxcm,(L-')~KK2/K, 
(usingO-rO,~(-3)+0,1(-2)+k+O) 
(resp.O-+0,1(-2)+OP1(-l)+k+O)) 
and K,,zY*(Lpl). 
Hence considering 
O-+K,,+O,+O,~K,+O, 
O+K,/K,,+O,.K,+O,/K, +O, 
O~K,IK,~O,lK,~O,lK,40, 
tensoring the above sequences with Y*(Lm) (WI > 1) and writing down the 
cohomology exact sequence (noting that the higher cohomology groups for 
K,O$*(L") and KiIKip,@$*(L"'), i= 1,2, vanish because of the above 
identifications and our assumption that k= Q (cf. [4])), we obtain (using 
(1) and (4) in the beginning of this section) 
h0(X(z),L")=hO(X(z),L"~')+hO(X(~),L")+2hO(X(~),L"-'). (*) 
(Note that Z-IZ(~)~~~= X(d).) Now the above relation is satisfied with ho 
replaced by s (cf. Lemma 6.2); also, the result is true for X(4) and the result 
may be assumed to be true for m - 1 (by induction on m). Hence we obtain 
the result for m. 
The result for X(z,). First we note that as a consequence of the result 
for X(r,) we have a nice filtration of Z((H,,),,,) given by 
Z. = (P,) = Z, = (P,, rr,O = 12 = (A, rr,+, 4,,d3 
where T=T~, 4=r,; we see easily that the ideals I,, r = 0, 1, 2, in 
R, = @,,,a0 p(X(t), L") are B-stable. As B-modules we have the 
isomorphisms 
Z,lZo=xoORJ-1) (1) 
ZolZ,~u,,ORq~(-l), (2) 
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where x0 (resp. x1) represents the l-dim I B-module induced by the charac- 
ter x0 : B + G, (resp. x1 : B + G,), where x0 (resp. x, ) is the weight of r,,, 
0-w. 4r,o). 
Proof To prove (1 ), for instance, first we note that we have a map 
g:I,lZo+R,(-1) 
r,,,G++G. (3) 
To see that the above map is well-defined, we are required to show that if 
T~,~GEZ~, then G IxoJ=O. Let rr,(GEZ,,, say r,,G=p,H. Multiplying by 
qz,, (and using Corollary 5.4) we obtain 
PI P,G =p,q,,rH 
Cancelling pr and restricting to X(d) we obtain G 1 x(#) = 0, as required. 
Similarly we see that the map 
f: Z,lZ, --) R,( - 1) 
qqP+ F 
is well-defined. (As above if qr,s FE I,, say, 
qr,&= r,,,G +P,H. 
Then multiplying by r,,, ( an using Corollary 5.4) we obtain d 
P,P~F=p,q,~G+p,r,,,H. 
Concelling p, and restricting to X(d), we obtain F 1 xcBj = 0.) Now the sur- 
jectivity of the above two maps is obvious. To see they are injective, let K,, 
K, denote the respective kernels. For any ideal Z in R,, let 9 denote the 
associated sheaf on X(z). The considering 
and tensoring with L” (m $-0), we obtain 
how(z), L”) >hO(X(z), L-1) +P(X($b), L-1) 
+ h’(x(b), L” ~ ‘) + A’( H,, L”), 
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where H, is the subscheme of X(r) defined by the ideal I, (in particular, 
h”W,, L”) 2 h”tHtr),,,, L”)=h’(X(+4), Lm). In the above relation, the 
inequality would be strict if either K, or K2 were nonzero. But then we 
would obtain 
hO(X(z), L”) > hO(X(z), L”- l+ hO(X(fj), L”- ‘) 
+ comb), L” - ‘I+ h0W(4), L”), 
which would then contradict the relation (*) above. Thus we conclude that 
both K, and K2 are zero and thus we obtain the isomorphisms (1) and (2) 
above. The B-module identifications are also clear; for instance, looking at 
the B-actions, we have 
bg(x)=xo(b-‘)g(bx) 
bf(x)=X,(b-‘)f@x)~ b E B. 
Now that the above inequality is an equlity, we obtain that H, = (Hr)red, 
i.e., I2 = ~ttH,),,d. 
Now X(r,) is a double divisor in X(7,) and hence 
(where Y is the map Zrl=X(~Z) x Eu SL,,, + X(z,) and IX= CQ). Further 
proceeding as in [lo], we obtain 
z-o% Yy*(Lp’)‘“’ on Z,,, 
where m = -(weight of rr2,r,, a*) = f(2r,(o) + Tl(W), cc*) = f(4 - 1) = 1. 
Thus 
zTo = Y*(L-‘)(‘) (on Z,,). 
In a similar way, we obtain that 
zzl = !P’*(L-1) ton Z,, 1. 
(The corresponding m = f(z,(u) + 2z,(o), cc;) = 0.) Now 
and proceeding as in the case of X(r,) we obtain (noting that for any m, 
H’(Z,,, Y*(L”) @1’;7rIP”) = 0, for all i, since in this case, the fiber space 
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p: Z,, --* P’ splits (since X(r , ) is stable under the canonical SL2,01 action 
(here c1= Q)); and also noting that 
Hi(Z,,, Y*(L”)Oz~o~“))=H’(Z~,, Y*(L-‘)) 
= H’(X(T,), L”- I)), 
hO(X(T,), L”)=hO(X(z,), L”y+h”(X(T,), Lmp’) 
+ h0(J4T,), Lrn-‘) + ~“((ff,,),,d, L”). 
(Now the above relation is satisfied by s replacing ho (cf. Lemma 6.2) (note 
that (f&Led = X(r,)). And we conclude (using induction on m and the fact 
that the result holds for X(ri), i < 2) that 
hO(X(T,), L”) = S,(T3). 
The Result for X(r,). Proceeding as above, we first prove that if IO, I,, 
Z, denote the ideals in R,, (= OrnaO IT’(X(T,), L”)) generated by {pr,}, 
{P,,, P,,,,,), and {P,,, P~~,~~,P~~,~,}, respectively, then IO, I,, and 1, are B- 
stable and we have the B-module isomorphisms 
~,l~o~xoOR,,(-l) 
P r,,r$-~ F. 
z,lz,=~~@&,(-l) 
P q,T, G ++ G. 
(4) 
(5) 
Further we have 
12 = Z((ff&d) (= Z(X(Tt,)) (6) 
where x0 (resp. xl) denotes the 1 dim/ B-module induced by the character 
x0 = weight of P,,,~~ (resp. weight of P~?,~,). Now X(r,) is a triple divisor in 
X(r,) and hence 
Y*(L-‘)~z~~]y) on Z,,. 
Also 
zzoz !P*(L-‘) (on Z,,) 
zz, L-z Y*(L-‘y2’ (on Z,, 1. 
Hence for any m 2 0, 
H’(Z,,, $*(L”)@zr;T’iy’)=o for all i 
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(since the tibration p: Z,, + P’ is trivial (as X(r,) is stable for the canonical 
SZ,a action where c1= a,), and 
H’(Z,,, Y*(Lm) 0 zz:-“) = Hi(Z,,, Y*(L”- l)“‘). 
Considering 
O-+8,1 + 8,1(1)+k+O, 
we have (for any m) 
-M(Z,,, !zJ*(Ly) + H’(Z,,, Y’*(L”)“‘) --* H’(X(z,), L”) -+ 
where Hi(Z,,, Y*(Lm))zHHi(X(r2), Y*(Lm)), and hence proceeding as 
above we have 
and writing down the exact sequence (as above) we obtain 
hO(WLd, L”) = hO(X(z,), L-1) + 2hO(X(z,), .L” -‘) 
+ h0(X(r2), L”-’ ) + hO(X(z,), L-1) 
+ ~“w,,)red, L”). 
Now the above equation is satisfied by replacing ho by s (cf. Lemma 6.2). 
(Note that (HrJred = X(z,).) And hence we conclude (using induction on m 
and the fact that the result holds for X(z,), i < 3) that 
h0(J4Ll), L”) = Jm(t4). 
Finally, the result for X(r,) is rather immediate, since in this case the 
hyperplane section is reduced (since multiplicity of X(r,) in X(T,) = 1 (cf. 
Proposition 1.4)) and hence we have the exact sequence 
which gives rise to the cohomology exact sequence 
+ H’(X(z,), L” - ’ ) + H’(X(T,), L”) + H’(X(r,), L”) + 
which yields 
hO(X(z,), L”) = lP(X(T,), L”- 1) + P(X(z,), L”) 
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(since the higher cohomology groups vanish (cf. [4]) taking m 2 1 (note 
that k = Q)). We also have 
from which we conclude (using the result for X(7,) and induction on m) 
that 
This completes the proof of Proposition 6.1. 
THEOREM 6.3. For X(z) in G/P and k arbitrary we have 
(a) Distinct standard monomials on X(z) of degree mfbrm a basis,for 
feX(~), L”). 
(b) H’(X(T), L”)=O, i> 1, ma0. 
ProoJ In view of Propositions 5.2 and 6.1 we obtain that standard 
monomials on X(z) of degree m form a basis for @(X(z), L”) (k being Q) 
and hence we obtain a Z basis for p(Xz(~), L;) by means of standard 
monomials and hence also obtain that the canonical map 
is surjective. And from this (in view of the remarks made in the beginning 
of this section) Demazure’s conjecture follows and hence we obtain (b). 
Now (b) implies that dim p(X(z), L”) is the same in all characteristics 
and hence (using Proposition 6.1) we obtain 
h’(X(z), L”) = s,(z) 
in all characteristics. From this and linear independence of standard 
monimials on X(z) (cf. Proposition 5.2), (a) follows. 
Remark 6.4. As a consequence of standard monimial theory on X(7,) 
we have (as in the proof of Proposition 6.1) that if Z,, I,, Z2, I,, Z4 are the 
ideals in R,,, where 
10 = (PJ 
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then Zj, 0 <:j < 4, are B-stable and we have B-module isomorphisms 
~,/LJ~X0@&,(-~) 
12/z, = Xl 0 R*,( - 1) 
h%~;:~zOR,,(-1) 
W,~xx,OR,,(-1). 
Further, we have 
14 = W(~, Ired 1, 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
where xi denotes the 1 dimE B-module associated to the character xi, where 
xi = wt of rzq,q if i=l 
= wt of clZ4.1) if i=2 
= wt of P,,,, if i=3 
= wt 0fPq.q if i=4 
Remark 6.5. Note that Theorem 6.3 in particular verifies the conjecture 
of Section 2 for x = w2 (G being of type G,) (note that the conjecture of 
Section 2 holds for x = cc), , since it holds for all fundamental weights of 
classical type). 
Remark 6.6. For any monomial F on X(z), its unique expression as a 
sum of standard monomials will be referred to as the standard sum for F 
on X(z). 
7. COHEN-MA~AULAYNESS OF X$;) AND XGJ, 061'65 
In this section, we prove that the cones X(w) for the embedding 
x(w) = G/P - P(@(G’p~ L)), 
are Cohen-Macaulay. Let R, be the homogeneous co-ordinate ring of Xsi) 
for the above embedding. Now to prove X(z,) is Cohen-Macauiay, it is 
enough to prove that X(r,) is CohenMacaulay at its vertex, We now prove 
the following. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. The sequence (p,,, pr, _ , ,..., p,,) is R,-regular. 
Proof: We prove the result for X(7,) by assuming it to be true for X(rj), 
0 z$j < i. (The result is obviously true for X(7,), since R, is the poIynomia1 
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ring in one variable.) We shall now carry out the details for X(7,) (which 
will illustrate the proof for the other cases also). 
Now, obviously pT4 is a non-zero divisor in R, (since X(z) for any r is an 
integral scheme). For simplicity let us denote R, by R. 
(i) pr, is a non-zero divisor in R/(p,,). In view of Theorem 6.3, the 
nonstandard monomials pr, p,,,,, and pr, p74,T2 can be expressed as sums of 
standard monomials and we have (by weight considerations) (up to + 1) 
on J3z4) 
Pr, P’&T, = qz4.q Pq,q (1) 
PT, P’4,TZ = qrq.71 Pq,q. (2) 
Now, if possible let Fp73 E (p,,). Then since pT3 is a non-zero divisor in R,, 
we obtain that F 1 xCr1J = 0; hence we may assume (modulo (p,,)) 
F= P~~,~,F~ +P~J~ + q,,,,,.F3 + r,g,r3G, 
(sum of standard monomials), where F, , F2, F,, G, are sums of standard 
monomials on X(z,), X(7,), X(z,), X(T,), respecmtively. Hence (using ( 1) 
and (2) above) we have 
(The right-hand side is a sum of standard monomials.) But now, in the 
expression as a sum of standard monomials for any element in (p,,) every 
term starts with ps4 (since pT4 is the greatest among the standard monomials 
on X(z,) of degree 1); from this and the above expression for FP71 it is clear 
that Fp73 cannot belong to (p,,) unless F, = 0 = F2 = F, = G, , in which case 
F itself is 0. Thus p,, is a non-zero divisor in R/(p,,). 
(ii) pTZ is a non-zero divisor in R/(p,,, p,,). As above (since prZ is a 
non-zero divisor in R,/(p,,)) if FPr2 E (p,,, p,,), we may assume (modulo 
(P,,, P,,)) that F I X(r) = 0, i.e., 
Let FPr2 = Gp,, + HP,,. Then since F 1 xcs3j = 0, we have G IXCr3, is also 0. 
Hence we may assume 
G = pTq.71 G 1 + ~~~~~~ G2 + qrq,=, G, + rr4,T, M3 
(where the right-hand side is a sum of standard monomials). Now in view 
of Theorem 6.3 (and weight considerations) we have (up to + 1) 
a, h E k. 
(3) 
(4) 
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(Note that in (4) above, a # 0. For, if a = 0, then we would obtain 
r pz4 T2 = bp,, P~~.~, y T4.V .
which would then imply that the order of vanishing of pr4,rZ on X(7,) is at 
least 2 (recalldf. proof of Proposition 5.1-that the order of vanishing of 
P Tq,ZZ on X(r,) is l).) Now multiplying Fp,, =pr3 G +p,H by rr4,r3 , cancell- 
ing pT4 (using (3) and (4) above), and restricting to X(7,) we obtain. 
(~rj,r,F~ + ap,,,,,F,) prz E (P,,). 
But now using the fact that pr2 is a non-zero divisor in R,/(p,,), we con- 
clude that p,3,r,F1 +p,,,,,F, E (p,,) in R,. But then in the standard 
expression for any element in (p,,) as a sum of standard monomials on 
X(7,), each term starts with pT,. Hence in view of linear independence of 
standard monomials, we conclude that F, = 0 = F,. Hence modulo (p,,) we 
may assume 
F = qr4,r3 F  + rr4,r3 H3 
Again proceeding as above (i.e., multiplying prz F by rr4,T3, cancelling pT4, 
and restricting to X(t3)), we obtain 
Hence 
Fx ~rl= ~rj,r, G, + a~r),rjGz + ~rjG3, (7-1 
i.e., F3 P~~-P~,,~,G, -uP~,,~~G~E (P,,) in Rx. 
Now, we may assume that when F, is expressed as a sum of standard 
monomials on X(7,), no term involves pr3,r, (using the relation 
4 T4C3 Pr,,r, = Pr, PI&r, (cf. (1) above) and the fact that we are considering F 
modulo (p,,, p,,)). Hence F, prz is a sum of standard monomials where no 
term involves pi3,r, or pT3. But then F, prZ -P~,,~, G, - upx1,z2G2 (being a sum 
of standard monomials with no term involving p,,) cannot belong to (p,,) 
in R,, unless it is zero (since pa is the greatest among standard monomials 
of degree 1 on X(7,)). Thus we obtain. 
which then implies (cf. (t) above) that G, =O. Restricting the above 
relation to X(7,) we obtain F, IXcrZl=O, i.e., F3 E (pT3,1,,pr3,T2,pT3) (in R,). 
But then qT4,aF, E (p,,) (cf. (l), (2) above). Hence modulo (p,,, p,,) we 
may assume F, = 0 (which also implies G, = G, = 0) and thus 
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and 
(F3 now being 0, (7) above yields G, = 0 = Gz = G,, since the right-hand 
side of (7) is a standard sum on X(r,).) Now multiplying 
FP,, = pr,G +p,H by qr4,rlt cancelling P,, (using rr4,rjqr4,rj =pT4 prJ and 
restricting to X(7,) we obtain 
i.e., H,~,,E (p,,) in R,. But now the fact that pr2 is a non-zero divisor in 
R,/(p,,) implies that H, E (p,,). Hence (modulo (p,,, p,,)) we obtain F= 0. 
This completes the proof of the assertion that pr2 is a non-zero divisor in 
RJ(pra> P,,). 
(iii) Pi, is a non-zero divisor in R/(p,,,p,,,p,,). Let Fp,, E 
(p,,, pr3, p,,). Then, as above, since p,, is a non-zero divisor in R3/(prj, p,,), 
we may assume 
F= P~~.~,F~ + P~,,,,F~ + qr4.TjFj + rTqiT3H3, 
where the right-hand side is a sum of standard monomials (in particular, 
we have, F, standard on X(r,), F, on X(7,), etc.). Further in view of the 
relations q,,,,, P~,.~, =pTdrT, prj, i= 1,2, we may assume that when Fx is 
expressed as a sum of standard monomials, no term involves P~~,~, or pr,,r2 
(since we are looking at F modulo (p,,, pr,, p,,)). Now Fp,, with the above 
expression substituted for F remains a standard sum and hence if 
Fp,, E (p,,, ps,, p,,), then Fp,, E (p,,) (since any standard monomial H on 
X(r,) remains standard on multiplication with pr4 and also on mul- 
tiplication with prj as along as it does not involve P~~,~,, i= 1, 2: and if 
H = Gp,,,,, F, (a standard monomial), i = 1, 2, then HP,, = Gq,,,, p*,,*, Fi (a 
standard monimiai)). Let 
FP,, = MP,, 
Since F 1 XCr3j =0, we obtain M / x,r,j = 0, say 
M = P~.,.~, Gl + P~~.~~Gz + qr4,r, G, + rr4.rj M,, 
the right-hand side being a standard sum. Now, multiplying Fp,, = Mp,, by 
r r&z,) cancelling pT4 (using the various relations above), and restricting to 
X(7,) we obtain 
(P~,,~,FI +~P~,,~,Fz +P,,F,)P,, = (p,,,,,G, +ap,,,,,G2 +P,,G,)P,, (*) 
(where a is as in (4) above). 
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Hence P=,,=, f’, + a~,,,,, F2 E (pr3, p,,) in R, (since pT, is a non-zero divisor 
in R,/(p,,,p,,)). We may assume that when F2 is expressed as a standard 
sum, no term involves rr2,r, (in view of the fact that pr4rT2rT25, =prqr, pT2 and 
that we are considering F modulo (p,,, p,,, p,,)). From these observations, 
it is clear that pTj,T, F, + up,,,,, F2 cannot belong to (przr p,,) unless 
F, = 0 = F2. Thus we obtain 
Then (*) yields 
F= q,,,,,F, + rr4,r3 H,. 
P,F,P~, = (P~,,~,GI +ap,,,,,G,+~,,G,)p,,. (**I 
This then implies that p,,,, przGl + ~p,,,,~p,,G, E (p,,) in R,; i.e., 
P rj,r2rr2,rl 6 + a~~,,~, P,~Gz E (P,,) in R,. Now pr,,r2rr2,r,GI +P~,.~~P~~G~, 
being a sum of (distinct) standard monomials on X(t3), cannot belong to 
(p,,) in R,, unless G, = 0 = G2 (since pr, is the greatest monomial of deg 1 
in Rj, in the standard sum for any element in (p,,) each term begins with 
p,,). Hence we obtain from (**) above that F3 E (p,,, p,,) in R, (using the 
fact that p,, is a non-zero divisor in R3/(prj, p,,)). This then implies 
(modulo (p,,, prj, p,,)) that F= rr4,r,H3 and A4 = rr4,rlM3 and we have 
i.e., 
r r4,r,H3 P,, = rr4,$f3 PrzT 
H, pr, = M, or>. 
Hence H, E (p,,,p,,) in R, (since pT, is a non-zero divisor in 
R,/(p,,,p,,)). Thus modulo (pZ4,pT3,pT2), F=O, proving that pT, is a non- 
zero divisor in Rf (p,, , pT, , p,,). 
(iv) pro is a non-zero divisor in RAP,,, P*), Pi,, P,,). Let 
F’,, E (P,,, pr,, pr,, p,,). Then, as above, we may assume 
F= P~~,~,F~ + ~~~~~~~~ + q,,,,F3 + r14,T3H3 
(since pro is a non-zero divisor in R,/(p,,,p,,, p,,)). Now Fp,, remains a 
standard sum and any monomial H (standard on X(r,)) on multiplication 
with pr4 or pZ, remains standard and HP,, is standard, if H does not involve 
P ~4 ,=,, i = 1, 2, and if H = GP~~~,M~, then HP,, = Gq,,,,p,, *,Mi (standard). 
From these facts we conclude ‘(as above) that Fp,, E (p&‘say 
FP,, = P,+ 
Then we may write 
~4 = P~~.~, G, + ~~~~~~~~ + qr4,r,G3 + rr4,i,M3 
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(since ~4 Ix(r3) =0, as F I .r(r3) = 0). As above, multiplying by rrq,rj, cancelling 
ptq (using the various relations), and restricting to X(r,) we obtain 
(pr3,r,F, +~P,,,&+P,,)~,,= (~r,,rrG +~~q,&+~r$?J~rz (tt) 
(where a is as in (4) above). Hence p,,,,, F, +ap,,,,F,~ (p,,,p,,,pr,) in R,. 
Now noting that any monomial standard on X(r,) remains standard on 
multiplication with ps) or pT, and using the relations 
P,,,,, Pq = PT?,Tf5?,TL and PrmPrZ,rl = PI.%?, Pq 
we conclude that F, =0= F, (modulo (p,,, p,,)) in R,. Hence we obtain 
F= q,,,,f;, + rrq,r, H, and from (It) we obtain that ptl,?,G, pr2 + 
P rj,r2G2 prl E (P,,) in Rx; i.e., ~~~~~~~~~~~~ Cl + P ,, ~ P ,G E (P,,) in R3. Hence 
G, = 0 = G2 (noting that prj is the largest element among monomials of 
deg 1 standard on X(r,)). Hence (tt) yields 
~2, pro = P~,GJ pry 
Hence F3 E (p,,, ps,, p,,) in R, (since pro is a non-zero divisor in 
&/(P,,, pT2, P,,). Hence fmodulo (P,,, P,, przv p,,)f we obtain 
F= rr,.,,ff3 
and this in turn implies M = Y,,,,~ M,. 
And hence Fp, = Mp,, yields that H, E (p,,, p,,, p,,) (since pro is a non-zero 
divisor in R3hr,, Pi,, P,,)). Thus we obtain F= 0 (mod&, p?,, pT2, p,,)) 
proving that pro is non-zero divisor in R/(p,,, p,,, prz, p,,). 
This completes the proof of Proposition 7.1 for X(t,) (and as already 
observed the same philosophy carries over to X(r,), id 3). 
Finally the result for X(7,) is rather immediate; for, we have p,, is a non- 
zero divisor in R, and (p,,,p,,,p,,,p,,,p,,) is a regular sequence in 
Rd = &/(P,,)). 
This completes the proof of Proposition 7.1. 
Now Proposition 7. I, together with the fact that dim X(r,) = i, yields the 
following 
THEOREM 7.2. The cones XM$~) and XT4i) are Cohen-Mac&ay for 
Odi<5. 
(One may note that Ahe proof of the result for $di) is completely 
analogous to that of X(t,); it is even simpler, since we work with just one 
equation, namely p& = p,, pc6* (up to + 1)). 
THEOREM 7.3. The cones X!,) and A$#,), 0 < i < 5, are normal. 
This hollows in view of Theorem 7.3 and Che~~lIe-~~s re ult (cf: [3]) that 
Schubert ~ar~et~e.~ are no~z-s~ng~~ur in codim 1. 
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8. STANDARD MONOMIAL THEORY ON G/B 
P, and P, continue as above. However, if the notations are reversed, so 
that, for example, P, rather than P, denotes the maximal parabolic sub- 
group corresponding to c(*, the results to follow remain substantially true. 
Following [9, 111, we define weakly standard and standard monomials on 
X(w) of multidegree (m,, m2), m,, m2 E Z+ as follows. 
DEFINITION 8.1. Given 8 E W/W,, and p E WI Wp,, we define 0 3 p, if 
n,(rt, ‘(0)) > P in W/ Wp,, under the canonical maps 
DEFINITION 8.2. Given H = (m,, mz) E (Zf)2, by a young diagram of 
type m or multidegree m on G/B (or W) we mean a sequence (0,6), 
tI = (O,), 6 = (6,), where Bu, Siie W/W, and either tIii is 6, or 8, is connec- 
ted to 6, by a multiple path (by which we mean ther exists a chain 
z,=eii>~,> ... > rr = 6, such that X(r,) is a multiple divisor in X(tiP 1)), 
1 bj<m,, 1 <i<2). 
DEFINITION 8.3. A young diagram (0,6) is said to be a young diagram 
on X(w) (or just w) where WE W, if w(‘)>Oii, l<j<m,, l<i<2, wr’) 
denotes the projection of w on W/W, under W + W/W,. 
DEFINITION 8.4. A young diagram (0, 6) is said to be weakly standard if 
e,,26,,38,,2 ‘.. 26,,,2e2,26,,b ... 2d2m2 
(where the order 6,,, > 8,, is as given by Definition 8.1). 
DEFINITION 8.5. A young diagram (0,6) is said to be weakly standard 
on X(w) if (&6) is weakly standard and (e, 6) is a young diagram on w. 
DEFINITION 8.6. A young diagram (8, 6) is said to be standard if there 
exists a sequence (a, /I) which we call a defining sequence for (0,6) such 
that 
(1) a=(av), /I=(pii), aii, Biie W, 1 <j<rn;, 1 <i<2. 
(2) Each clij (resp. /Iii) is a lift for 0, (resp. 6,) under W + W/W,. 
(3) all 2 Bll 2 al2 2 ... 2 /jImI Z azl 2 P2, 2 ... B 82m2 (as 
elements of W). 
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DEFINITION 8.7. A young diagram (0, 6) is said to be standard on X(w), 
if there exists a defining sequence (c(, p) for (8, 6) such that w > CY i, (in W). 
Remark 8.8. It is obvious that standard implies weakly standard; but 
the converse is not true. For example, the young diagram (Q2, TV) of type 
(1, 1) is weakly standard but not standard on X(d,). 
DEFINITION 8.9. Given a union of Schubert varieties, say Z = U X( w,), 
a young diagram is said to be standard on 2 if it is standard on some com- 
ponent of Z. 
Remark 8.10. Given a young diagram of degree +R standard on X(z), 
we have a unique minimal defining sequence (&, 3, ~ ) for F which is 
independent of T (cf. [9, Corollary 11.2’1). 
Remark 8.11. Now X(z,) (resp. X(bi)), 0 d i< 5, being saturated for the 
canonical projection GJB + G/P, (resp. G/B -+ G/P,), it can be easily seen 
that young diagrams weakly standard on X(7,) are standard on X(7,) (resp. 
X(4,)) for the ordering (P,, PI) (resp. (Pz, P,) of the maximal parabolics. 
DEFINITION 8.12. Given a monomial of multidegree (m,, m,) on X(w), 
we call it standard on X(w) if the associated young diagram is standard on 
X( w ). 
In this section we shall show that (G being of type G,) given 
M = (m,, m2), if L = L(A), where 1. =m,ol + m,w,, then monomials of 
type M standard on Z (a union of Schubert varieties) form a basis for 
@(Z, L). Our result is independent of the ordering of the maximal 
parabolic subgroups. For any X(T) in G/B, let X(t) denote its projection 
under the canonical map G/B -+ G/P,. Now given X(z) in G/B, we find that 
there exists a unique Schubert subvariety X(W) of codim 1 in X(T) such that 
X(W) is of codim 1 in X(Z) (in G/P,). Also, the multiplicity of X(W) in X(Z) 
is always one except when z = 54 or 43. 
PROPOSITION 8.13. Distinct standard monomials of degree m = (m,, m,) 
on Z (a union of Schubert varieties) are linearly independent. 
Proof: If Z is not irreducible, then Z = X(7,) u X(c,hi), 1 < i < 5; hence 
whether Z is irreducible or not, the projection of Z on G/P, is irreducible; 
to be very precise 
Projection of Z on G/P, = X(bi) if Z=X(T,)UX(~$~) 
or X(dJ 
=X(&1) if Z = X(r,), 
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where 1 < i Q 5 and 1 <j < 6, where rg = wO, the unique element of maximal 
length in W. (If Z = X(Id), the corresponding projection is X(4,).) Let us 
denote the projection of Z on G/P, by X(d). Now let F= C a,F, be a linear 
combination of monomials of degree M standard on Z, and if possible let 
F=O. We distinguish the following two cases. 
Case 1. Z = X(Z~), 0 <j < 6. Now if there is at least one F, which starts 
with pa.0 with a < 4, then restricting F= 0 to X(rjP ,) we may conclude the 
corresponding ai to be zero (note that if Fi ) X(r, ,) # 0, then F, remains stan- 
dard on X(rjP, ) (cf. Remark 8.11). Thus we may assume that each F, in 
F= C a,F, starts with P,,~ where a = 4. Again, if 4 # 43 (i.e., ifj # 4), then p 
has to be a; in other words, each term in F, starts with p,, and hence can- 
celling p, (and using induction on m,) we conclude that ai = 0 for all i; i.e., 
the relation C a,F, = 0 has to be the trivial relation. If 4 = $3 (i.e., ifj = 4) 
then writing 
F= C ai P,, Gi + C b, P~,.,~ Gk = 0 
(note that G, is standard on X(z,)) we obtain (by multiplying the above 
relation by P~,,~? and using the result that p$3,+2 =pd, pB1 on X(r,)), on X(r,) 
Ps, C ai P#).)~G: + P&x C b, P~ZG, = 0. 
Now cancelling pd, and restricting to X(T,), we obtain b, = 0 for all k (since 
each Gk is standard on X(T,)). Hence the relation F= 0 becomes ps,F = 0, 
where F’= C aiGi. Hence cancelling pm3 and using induction on m,, we 
conclude ai = 0 for all i. Thus the relation F = 0 has to be the trival relation. 
Case 2. Z= X(T,) u X(4,). As above, if F= C a,F, = 0, there is at least 
one Fi which starts with P@,~, where a < 4 (= 4,)’ then such an F, is stan- 
dard on X(zi) and hence restricting F = 0 to X(T,) we may conclude the 
corresponding aj = 0 (by case 1). Thus we may assume each F, starts with 
P%,~, where a = 4 (= 4j). Now X(z,). has projection X(4,,-. ,) on G/P, and 
hence in this case (i.e., every a = 4) we conclude that each Fi is standard on 
X(bj). Thus we may assume F is a standard sum on X(#j). Ifj # 3, then we 
obtain a = p = I$ and F=p,F’ = 0; now, cancelling p, and using induction 
on m i, we are through. If i = 3, then writing 
F= C ai P,,Gi + 1 bk pd,,bz Gk 
and proceeding as in case 1 we obtain 
xb,Gk=O on X(4,). 
But now by the induction hypothesis the result is true for X(4,) and hence 
b, = 0 for all k. Hence F= 0 is reduced to F=p,, C aiGi, where each Gi is a 
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standard sum on X(4,). Hence restricting F = 0 to X(4,) and cancelling P,, 
(and using induction on m, ) we conclude that ai = 0 for all i. Thus the 
relation F = 0 has to be the trivial relation. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 8.13. 
LEMMA 8.14. Let Z=X(z,)uX(#,) 1 <i<5; gioen m=(m,,m,), let 
s(Z, m) = # (monomials of degree m standard on Z}. Then we have 
S(Z, m) =S(X(~i), ml + S(X(4ih m)-d(X(~i) ~7 W4i))d9 ml 
Proof: Now in view of Definition 8.9, we have 
4-T m) = $f(~,), m) +4X($,), ml 
- # {monomials tandard on both X(r,) and X(#i)}. 
Now let F be a monomial of deg M that is standard on both X(7,) and 
X(4,). Let (0 -, 1~ ) be the unique minimal defining sequence for F (which 
depends only on F and not on X(r,) or X(#i) (cf. Remark 8.10)). Then 
8; <both r; and di and hence X(0,) is contained in some irreducible com- 
ponent of X(T,)~X($~). Thus F is standard on (X(~,)CJX(~~))~~~, from 
which the lemma is immediate. 
PROPOSITION 8.15. Given m = (m,, m,), suppose s(t, M) = h’(X(r), L) 
for z E W. Then we have 
(1) x(~)nX(z’) is reducedfor all z, Z’E W. 
(2) hO(Z, L) = s(Z, MZ), where Z is a union of Schubert varieties. 
(3) If H’(X, L) = 0, i > 1, L > 0, for Schubert varieties, the same result 
holds for unions of Schubert varieties. 
Proof The proof is similar to that in [lo] or [12] (using Lemma 8.14 
above). 
Now given z E W, let H, be the zero set ofp, in X(T) (where X(f) denotes 
the projection of X(z) under G/B+ G/P,). Set theoretically H, is a 
Schubert variety. To be precise, if t = ti (i 2 1) then H, = X(z, _ ,) (set 
theoretically) and if 4 = di, then H, = X(#ip ,) (set theoretically). We now 
prove the following 
LEMMA 8.16. Given m= (m,, m,), where m, Z 1, let m’= (m, - 1, m2) 
and let L= L(A), L’= L(I’), where 1 =cf=, mp, and A’= (m, - 1) or + 
m202. Then we have (denoting X=X(r) and Y= H(z),,~) 
s(X, L) = s(X, L’) + s( Y, L) if t#z, or d3 
=s(X, L’)+s(Y, L’)+s(y, L) if t = 24 or h. 
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Case 1. r = ri, 1 Q id 6 (where r6 = wO) Suppose i # 4 (so that t # d3). 
Then grouping the standard monomials on X of deg M as 
(i) monomials starting with pf, 
(ii) monomials not starting with pi, 
we find easily that the cardinality of the first set is s(X, L’) while that of the 
second set is s( Y, L’) (note that if a monomial F standard on X(r) does not 
start with pr, then F Iy # 0 and further F remains standard on Y (cf. 
Remark 8.11). Thus the lemma follows in this case. If i = 4 (so that i = d3) 
then we group the standard monomials on X of deg M as 
(i) monomials starting with p,,, 
(ii) monomials starting with P~,,~*, 
(iii) monomials starting with px (c( d d2). 
Now it is clear that cardinality of the first set is h”(X, L’), that of the 
second is h”( Y, L’), and that of the third is h”( Y, L). Thus we obtain 
hO(X, L) = hO(X, L’) + hO( Y, L’) + hO( Y, L). 
Case 2. 4=di, 1 did5. If i#3, then the proof is as in case 1. If i=3, 
then again we have the same kind of grouping and the result follows as in 
case 1 (one should observe that if p43,42F is standard on X(4,), then F 
remains standard on X(4,)) (since X(4,) is the unique Schubert subvariety 
of X(d) having the projection X(4,) on G/P,). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 8.16. 
PROPOSITION 8.17. Let Z be a union of Schubert varieties. Then taking 
k = Q, we have 
h’(Z, L) = ~(2, m), 
where m=(m,,m,) and L=L(I), A=a,o, +a,~,. 
Proof In view of Proposition 8.15, it is enough to prove the result 
when 2 is a Schubert variety. Also, we may assume m, 3 1. Then let 
Z= X(r,), 0 d iQ 6 (or X(4,), 1 6 i< 5). For simplicity, let us write 
Z = X(r). If X(f) is the projection of X(r) on G/P, under G/B + G/P,, then 
as remarked earlier, H,, the zero set of pf is a Schubert variety (set 
theoretically), namely the unique Schubert divisor X(w) such that the pro- 
jection X(W) of X(w) on G/P, is a Schubert divisor in X(f). Now the mul- 
tiplicity of X(W) in X(Z) is 1 if t # rq or d3 and is 2 otherwise. Hence if 
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r # rq or &, H, is reduced (cf. Proposition 1.4) and is X(W). Hence we 
obtain the exact sequence 
O-L, ‘-+O,y-+Oy+O, 
where X= X(z), Y = X(W). Now tensoring the above exact sequence with L 
and writing down the cohomology exact sequence we have 
hO(X, L) = hO( x, L’) + hO( Y, L), 
where L’= L(%‘), A’= (m, - 1) w, + nz2w2. (Since k = Q, the higher 
cohomology groups vanish (cf. [4]).) But now the above relation is 
satisfied by s replacing ho (cf. Lemma 8.16) and we may assume 
Iz’(.%‘, L’) = s(X, +w’) (by induction on m l ; when m , = 1, the result is true in 
view of Proposition 6.1, and hO( Y, 1;) = s( Y, CW.) by induction on dim X)). 
Hence we obtain h”(X, I.) = s(X, WZ). 
If r = td or rbj, then proceeding as in [lo] (see also opening remarks in 
Section 6) we obtain that under 
z, = X(w) x & sL2.z 5 X(T) 
(where a is given by r = s, IV) 
tl/*(L~‘)$i&u))‘-2’ 
and proceeding as in Section 6 we obtain 
h”(x, L) = h”(X, L’) + h”( Y, L’) + h”( (Hr)red, L) 
=hO(X, L’J-i”h”(Y, L’)ShO(Y, L) 
(since (Hr)red = Y). Now the above relation is satisfied by s replacing ho (cf. 
Lemma 8.16). Hence we obtain @‘(AC, Lf = s(X, m) (by induction on dim X 
and m,). 
THEOREM 8.18. Let Z be union of Schubert varieties. Then 
(a) Distinct standard monomials of degree WL on Z form a basis ,for 
fez L) 
(b) H’(Z, L)=O, i3 1, L>O. 
Proof; In view of the linear independence of standard monomials (cf. 
Proposition 8.13) to prove (a) it is enough to prove that 
h’(Z, L) = ~(2, wz]. 
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Also, in view of Proposition 8.15, to prove (a) and (b) we may assume Z is 
a Schubert variety, say Z = X(r), r E W. Now (as remarked in the beginn- 
ing of Section 6), in view of Proposition 8.17, we obtain that over Q, 
@(X(r), L) has a basis by means of standard monomials of deg KG and 
that the canonical map 
@‘(GzIBz> Lz) + ff%W)z, Lz) 
is surjective; from this, Demazure’s conjecture follows and hence we obtain 
(b). Now (b) implies that dim p(X(r), L) is independent of the charac- 
teristic of the base field and hence we obtain (a) (in view of 
Propositions 8.13 and 8.17). 
THEOREM 8.19. Let w E W and R(w) = @ L aO (@(X(w), L). Then the 
ring R(w) is Cohen-Macaulay. 
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 5.1, it is enough to show that the 
ring S(w) = (R(w)),,, is Cohen-Macaulay. For, 2 < i< 5, let fi =pr, +P@,-~ 
and gi =p,, +pr,+Z. Then proceeding on the same lines as in 
Proposition 7.1, it can be easily shown that for w = r, (resp. di), 2 <i< 5, 
{P~,~L)~)~~~,,,,.,~Z,P~,,P~O) (rev. {~~,~,,gi,gi~,,,..,g2,~*,,~l~}) is an R- 
regular sequence (where R=R(w)). For w=z, (resp. qS,), {pdo,pT,,pTO} 
(resp. { pr,, p@,, p4,} ) is an R-regular sequence. For w = Id, (pro, P,~} is an 
R-regular sequence and for w = wO (the unique element of maximal length) 
{P,,, P~,~~s~.J~~ Pi,, P,,,) (as well as {prs, P,, g5,..., g2,p4,,p10}) is an R- 
regular sequence. These are suggested by looking at the configuration 
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for the T’S and the configuration 
for the 4s. (cf. Remark 8.11 and Definition 8.1). 
THEOREM 8.20. Let w E’ W. Then the ring R(w) is normal. 
This follows from Theorem 8.19 and Chevalley’s result (cf. [3]) that 
Schubert varieties are non-singular in codim 1. 
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